
CASE STUDY:  KREMSMUELLER GROUP

INDUSTRY
Construction

APPLICATION
ERP system – Dynamics AX, Salary 
Programs, Microsoft Certification 
Authority, Saperion

LOCATION
Steinhaus, Austria

SIZE
25 VMs growing to over 200 VMs

Kremsmuellergroup was established in 1961 is a construction company located in Austria. In 
addition to construction, the company has divisions focusing on electrical, instrumentation 
and control technology. If their IT infrastructure is down and unavailable, the production 
and many productive workers will sit idle, impacting their customers. The previous disaster 
recovery solution was largely script-based. It was very complex. It made it very difficult to test 
as production had to come down. This meant the IT team had to come in on the weekends to 
do the testing. 

The IT Infrastructure Team knew there had to be a better way. They were looking for 
something easier to use. At the same time, they were replacing their storage with Pure 
Storage. The combined solution of Zerto Virtual Replication with Pure Storage provides a 
robust disaster recovery solution. With Pure Storage’s deduplication technology, the team 
can increase the size of the journal without impacting the storage footprint. Recovery the 
applications is now fast and easy, with the ability to recover key applications in just a few 
minutes.

THE PROBLEM

The IT Infrastructure Team had a very complex disaster recovery process. It was built and 
executed through scripts, which required extensive ongoing management and maintenance. 
The team was unable to execute a successful disaster recovery test. Adding even more 
complexity is the testing was disruptive – so they had to take the production environment 
down to complete the test. The IT Team is supporting infrastructure which helps with new 
construction and any delay means that projects could be late. 

ZERTO VIRTUAL REPLICATION AND PURE STORAGE

IT found the solution it was looking for in Zerto Virtual Replication and Pure Storage. The 
simplicity of the solution was exactly what they needed. Zerto Virtual Replication installed 
in just a few minutes. The team did the entire installation themselves, which showed them 
right away that the product was in fact, simple to use. The engineer from Zerto verified the 
installation for them. 

•	 Non-disruptive DR Testing: Execution of the disaster recovery process can be done 
within a test environment at any time. During the test, replication is still happening and 
the environment is still fully protected. This offers many more opportunities to execute a 
test as compared with other solutions. 

•	 Recovery Reports: Fully documented results of the disaster recovery test prove to 
management, business units and customers that there will be no interruptions in service, 
protecting revenues and productivity.  

•	 Application Consistency: Fulfills any request for guaranteed transactional consistency 
and integrity of Kremsmueller’s core applications

•	 Journal: The journal provides continuous data protection and the history of an 
application. With the journal, the application can be failed over to a previous point in time 
like, before a corruption occurred or before ransomware hit the environment. Leveraging 
the de-duplication capabilities of Pure All-Flash Storage, Kremsmuellergroup is able to 
extend the history without increasing storage costs. 

Case Study

CHALLENGES 

•	 Complex disaster recovery process 
created by scripts with hours to 
recovery

•	 Disruptive disaster recovery testing

•	 Demonstrating compliance with 
business units

SOLUTION 

•	 Simple, automated disaster 
recovery delivers recovery times 
measured in minutes

•	 Non-disruptive testing that can be 
executed at any time

•	 Documented successful tests for 
business units increases customer 
confidence and helps to retain 
customers



About Zerto

Zerto is committed to keeping enterprise and cloud IT running 24/7 by providing scalable business 
continuity software solutions. Through the Zerto Cloud Continuity Platform, organizations seamlessly 
move and protect virtualized workloads between public, private and hybrid clouds. The company’s flagship 
product, Zerto Virtual Replication, is the standard for protection of applications in cloud and virtualized 
datacenters. 
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•	 File level recovery: The developers within Kremsmuellergroup leverage this to accelerate 
application development and testing. If a change is made and the performance is not 
what was expected, the developer can go back and change a single file or one DLL. The 
entire environment doesn’t have to be altered, greatly simplifying the development team’s 
efforts. 

•	 Fully automated failover, failback and reverse protection: Through automation and 
leveraging Pure All-Flash storage, recovery plans are executed and completed quickly; 
minimizing data loss, downtime, impact to revenues and impact to productivity. 

•	 Future Savings: As Zerto Virtual Replication is rolled out to protect more and more VMs, 
they are looking at saving 15 TB worth of capacity-based backup licensing and 400 euros 
per month on backup tapes. This savings has a direct impact to the business.

BENEFITS OF ZERTO AND PURE

The team found the journal to be very beneficial to them and they wanted to have a good 
amount of performance history. With Pure’s deduplication technology they were able to 
extend the time of the journal without leveraging more storage. Now, they know they can 
maintain the level of history they need without increasing storage costs.

Also, the recovery times can be reduced with the journal on flash storage. The journal is able 
to recover the information faster and build the VMs in a shorter amount of time. 

ABOUT PURE STORAGE

Pure Storage (NYSE:PSTG) accelerates possible, transforming businesses in ways previously 
unimagined. The company’s disruptive, software-driven storage technology combined 
with a customer-friendly business model drives business and IT transformation for 
customers through dramatic increases in performance and efficiency at lower costs. Pure 
Storage FlashArray//m is simpler, faster and more elegant than any other technology in 
the datacenter. FlashArray //m is ideal for the move toward big data and for performance-
intensive workloads such as cloud computing, database systems, desktop virtualization, 
real-time analytics and server virtualization. With Pure’s industry leading Satmetrix-certified 
NPS score of 79, Pure customers are some of the happiest in the world, and include large 
and mid-size organizations across a range of industries: cloud-based software and service 
providers, consumer web, education, energy, financial services, governments, healthcare, 
manufacturing, media, retail and telecommunications. With Pure Storage, companies push 
the boundaries of what’s possible to become faster, smarter and more innovative.

“The simplicity of Zerto (Virtual 
Replication) has had an immediate 
impact on the quality of our BC/DR plan. 
The fact that the entire process is set up 
and executed in a few clicks is such an 
improvement over the scripting process. 
We can confidently say to the business 
we are able to recovery fast from any data 
center disruption.” 

Ietan Alexander, Coordinator IT 
Infrastructure

“The recovery reports have delivered 
significant value to our business units. 
The leaders of those teams take the 
recovery reports and can show them 
to their customers. We are involved in 
the construction of many businesses, 
downtime means construction may stop. 
The documented tests clearly prove to 
those businesses we will always be able 
to support their construction operations 
without interruption.” 

Ietan Alexander, Coordinator IT 
Infrastructure


